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Abstract: We examine a singularly perturbed linear parabolic initial-boundary value problem in one space variable. 
Various finite difference schemes are derived for this problem using a semidiscrete Petrov-Gale&in finite element 
method. These schemes do not have a cell Reynolds number restriction and are shown to be first-order accurate, 
uniformly in the perturbation parameter. Numerical results are also presented. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we examine a linear parabolic differential equation in one space variable, having 
variable coefficients and a small parameter E multiplying the highest spatial derivative. This is a 
prototype of problems which arise, for example, in the modelling of steady and unsteady viscous 
flow problems with large Reynolds numbers, and convective heat transport problems with large 
Peclet numbers. The stability of classical finite difference schemes for these time-dependent 
singularly perturbed differential equations depends on the small parameter E. Thus in order to 
avoid wild oscillations in the computed solution of classical difference schemes, an unacceptably 
large number of mesh points is required when c is small. 
We present a family of finite difference schemes for this problem which are first order 
accurate in both space and time. This accuracy is retained irrespective of the value of the small 
parameter. We shall call this ‘uniform in e ’ accuracy. Such schemes do not have a cell Reynolds 
number restriction, which permits the use of a coarse mesh for all 
to extend these methods to singularly perturbed problems having 
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values of E. It is not clear how 
two or more space dimensions 
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while retaining uniform in E accuracy; the numerical analysis of such problems presents many 
difficulties. 
The difference schemes are generated by means of a semi-discrete Petrov-Gale&in finite 
element method. Each test function is chosen as the solution of an ordinary differential equation 
with piecewise constant coefficients. Both lumped and non-lumped discretizations of the time 
derivative are analysed and compared. Numerical results are presented for some sample 
parabolic problems. From these numerical results, non-lumping is seen as an improvement on 
mass lumping for a constant coefficient problem. However for a variable coefficient problem, the 
lumped difference scheme is more stable and appears to be slightly more accurate than the 
non-lumped difference scheme. 
We have previously used a similar Petrov-Gale&in technique (choosing each test function to 
be the solution of an ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients) to generate finite 
difference schemes which are first and second order accurate, uniformly in E, for various 
singularly perturbed two-point boundary value problems (see [7]). 
Time-dependent convection-diffusion equations have been examined by many authors (see, 
e.g., [6], [2], [12]). However, most authors have restricted their analysis to constant coefficient 
problems. In this paper, we analyze parabolic problems with variable coefficients. 
Notation. Throughout this paper C (sometimes subscripted) will denote a generic positive 
constant independent of c and of the mesh. 
2. The continuous problem 
Consider the initial-boundary value problem 
~Y.X, + a(x, t)_Y, - b( x, t)_Y - d(x, t)_Y, =f(x, t), (x, t) E fi, (2.1) 
where 
i-2 = @Al> x (0, Tl, 
~(0, t)=qo(t) forO<t< T, (2.2a) 
~(1, t)=qi(t) forO<t<T, (2.2b) 
y(x,O)=s(x) forO<x<l, (2.2c) 
and a, b, d and f are sufficiently smooth (see [9]) with 
(Y* >, a(x, t) >, (Y > 0, P* > b(x, t) >, P > 0, 6* 2 d(x, t) > 6 > 0 (2.3) 
on 3. 
We impose the compatibility conditions 
s(O) = 40(O), s(l) = 41(O), (2.4) 
so that the data matches at the two corners (0, 0) and (1, 0) of the domain In. 
These conditions guarantee that there exists a constant C such that for 0 < 6 < 1 and for all 
(x, t) E2 
]y(x, t) -s(x) 1 < Ct and I v(x, t) - 41(t) I G C(1 - x) 
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(see Bobisud [l]). However, there does not exist a constant C independent of c such that 
1 Y(x, t) - qo( t) 1 G Cx. Thus near the side ((0, t) : 0 G t G T} of 2 a boundary layer will 
develop, i.e., there will be a rapid change in the solution for small E. We shall see this boundary 
layer appear in our numerical examples. 
Let us examine the reduced problem (i.e., set e = 0 in (2.1)) given by 
ay,O - by’-dyf=f on 52, 
YO(X, 0) = 4.4, YO(L t) = 41(t). (2.5) 
This is a first-order hyperbolic differential equation with initial data specified along the two sides 
t = 0 and x = 1 of a. For small values of e, the solution y(x, t) of (2.1) will be close to y’(x, t) 
(away from the side x = 0). In [9], error bounds on the solution of the difference scheme were 
obtained under the assumption that the solution of the reduced problem (2.5) was sufficiently 
smooth. This in turn imposed more stringent compatibility conditions on the data at the corner 
(1, 0) than might be expected from the original parabolic problem. Details of these extra 
compatibility conditions may be found in [9]. However, the numerical experiments presented 
here suggest that the uniform in E accuracy of the difference scheme is retained even when these 
extra compatibility conditions are not satisfied (see also [9, Remark 2.11). 
We note that if the condition a(x, t) >, (Y > 0 is replaced by a(x, t) < -_(y < 0, one can regain 
the original condition of (2.3) by making the change of variables x ++ 1 - x. In fact problems 
where a( x, t) is strictly negative on a will be automatically handled by all the difference 
methods described in this paper. In the case where a(x, t) is strictly negative, the boundary layer 
will appear near the side ((1, t) : 0 6 t < T} of 2. 
3. Discretizing the problem 
A weak form of problem (2.1) is: find a function y(x, t) satisfying (2.2a-c) such that for each 
t E (0, Tl, 
[~o(-vxu, + mu) dx - ~~,(b + dyh dx = 1’ fu dx x=0 (3.1) 
for all u E V, where V is a suitable space of functions. 
We will discretize this weak form by means of a Petrov-Gale&in finite element method. 
Divide the interval [0, l] into N equal subintervals. Divide the interval [0, T] into it4 equal 
subintervals. Let h = l/N be the mesh width in space and set xi = ih for i = 0,. . . , N. Let 
k = T/M be the mesh width in time and set t, = mk for m = 0,. . . , M. We will define a set of 
test functions { Gi( x, t)}E<’ (V is taken to be the linear span of this set) and a set of trial 
functions { &( x)}~=, which are independent of time. Let U(X, t) = C~“=,ui(t)#(x) be our 
semi-discrete approximation to y(x, t), where { uj(t)}f”co satisfy the system of first order 
ordinary differential equations 
11( - e~,+f, + auXqi) dx - 11( bu + du,) Gi dx = /fqi dx 
0 
for i=l,..., N - 1 with the initial condition 
~,(O)=s(x,), i=O ,..., N, 
(3.2) 
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and the boundary conditions 
u,(t) =40(t), UN(t) =41(t)* 
We introduce the approximation 
J 
‘d(x, t)z.+(x, t)$j(x, t) dx = hd(xi, t)u,(x;, t). 
0 
(3.3) 
The difference scheme generated below by using this approximation to the time derivative will be 
called the mass-lumped difference scheme. Define an approximation a( x, t) of a( x, t) by 
Z(x, t)=a(xi, t) forxE(xi_t,xi], i=l,..., N. (3 4 
We replace the system (3.2) by the approximating system of first order ordinary differential 
equations 
J( 
1 -ru,$‘, + E.#‘) dx - h(b(xi, t)u(x,, t) + d(x,, t)ut(xi, t)) = hf(xi, t), 
0 
wherei=l,...,N-1. 
We now discretize this in time. For w = ( wo, wr, . . . , wM), define 
TB(w,)~(l-~)w,+Bw,+l, m=O )...) M-l, (3.5) 
where 8 E [0, l] is a parameter which will determine our difference approximation in time. For 
example, 19 = O/1/0.5 will correspond to forward/backward/Crank-Nicolson differencing re- 
spectively. Let z+ = u(xi, t,). Similarly define a,,,, bi,m, di,, and fi,,. The nodal values 
{ z+,, } are determmed from the mass-lumped difference scheme 
TB( Bm(U, 4i) - hbi,mui,m) - hTe(di,m)(ui,m+l - ui,m)/k = hT,(fi,tn), 
i=l ,..., N-l, m=O ,..., M-l, (3.6) 
with boundary data 
UO,m = qOkn)> UN,m = dn), m = l,..., A4 
and initial data 
‘i.0 =s(xi), i=O ,..., N, 
where 
&,Ju, u> = jgl( -4x, G&,(X, t,) + a(x, &,&,(x, t&(x, t,)) dx. 
From this system of equations we will solve for the nodal values { ui+}, and then at each time 
level t = t, we will have an approximation to y( x, t,) given by u( x, t,) = C~“,,U,,,#( x). 
Forfixed t and i=l,..., N - 1, we define the piecewise exponential test function $‘(x, t) to 
be the solution of 
0/&,(x, t)-ii(x, t)$k(x, t)=O forxE[O,l]\{x, ,..., xN}, 
$i(Xi, 1) = si,j for j = 0,. . . , N, 
(3.7) 
where S,,j is the Kronecker delta. 
The trial functions { # } ycO, which are independent of t, are chosen to be the standard 
piecewise linear hat functions, viz., 
@LX=0 on [O, l]\{%~---~xN}~ ~‘(x~)=tY~,~ forj=O ,..., N. 
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We explicitly evaluate the terms involved in (3.6), using integration by parts and the fact that 
the test functions satisfy (3.7). For example, 
B,(#--, +> = -~&‘$&, t,) I;‘, = E+;(Xi+_,, t,). 
Thus for i = 1,. . . , N - 1, 
i+l 
B,(u, #) = c u,,,B,(+j, qi) 
j=i-1 
=ch-'{ u(Pi,m)(Ui-l,m - ‘i,m ) - u(-Pi+l,m)(Ui,m 
((1 - t9)A, + k_‘D, @)U, + ( eA,+1 - k-lo& - J)U,+, 
=(l-~)f,+ULt,-%+l~ m=O ,..., M- 1 (3.8) 
(after dividing though by h) where Aj is an (N + 1) X (N + 1) tridiagonal matrix with rows 0 and 
N identically zero and for i = 1,. . . , N - 1 we set 
(Aj)i,i_i = ch-2e(Pi,j>, (Aj)i,i+r = ~hP2e(-Pi+i,j)~ 
CAj)i,i= -tAj)i,i-1 - CAj)i,i+l - bi,j; 
Dj,* is an (N + 1) x (N + 1) diagonal matrix with rows 0 and N identically zero and for 
i= l,..., N - 1 we set 
(Dj,,) i,i = (1 - 8)di.j + edi,j+i; 
J (which is used solely to incorporate the boundary conditions) is the (N + 1) X (N + 1) matrix 
with the (0, 0) and (N, N) entries equal to 1 and all other entries zero; 
uj=("CJ,j3 Ul,j9***,UN,j)T9 fi=(O> fi,j,-*.,fN-_l,j, O)', 
qj=(41)(tj), o,***Y"9 41(tj))T9 
where T denotes transpose. 
In (3.8) the matrix 8A,+1 - k-lD,,* - J is strictly diagonally dominant with negative diago- 
nal terms and positive off-diagonal terms. Consequently the matrix is the negative of an 
M-matrix and so is invertible (Varga [ll]). Therefore once the nodal values of u have been 
computed at the time level t = t,, they can be computed at the next time level t = tm+l from 
U m+l = ( > 8A m+l -k-ID,,, o - J)-1 
x[(~-wim+um+l- qm+l - ((I- +L + k-%,&m] 3 
with u,, = @(x0), s(xl),. .., s(xJ). (3.9) 
Each matrix inversion can be carried out quite efficiently in O(N) operations using simple 
tridiagonal Gaussian decomposition (Isaacson and Keller [3]). If we use forward differencing in 
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time (i.e., 8 = 0), then we only have to invert a diagonal matrix as we move from one time level 
to the next. 
4. Error estimate for the mass-lumped difference scheme 
In this section we show that the mass-lumped difference scheme satisfies a discrete maximum 
principle. We then obtain bounds on derivatives of y(x, t) under the assumption that Q, the 
coefficient of y, in (2.1), is a function of the space variable x only. Finally we combine these 
results with a consistency error estimate to prove uniform first-order convergence of the scheme. 
Definitions. Let a,,, be the set of all mesh points. A mesh function is a real-valued function 
defined on a,,,. W will denote the set of all mesh functions. Let 
s= {(x, 0):o <x<l}U{(O, t):O<t<T}u{(l, t):O<t<T}, 
Sh,k=S(7ah,k and S2h,k=52nah,k. 
A difference operator L,,, : W + W is said to satisfy a discrete maximum principle if w >, 0 on 
S,,, and L,,,w G 0 on a,,, together imply that w > 0 on ah+, for any w E W. 
Lemma 4.1. Define a difference operator L h,k by setting (L,,,)u, equal to the left hand side of 
(3.8). If the mesh widths k and h are chosen so that 
(1 - 8)kh-l{ a* coth(ah/(2e)) + hp*} 6 6, (4.1) 
then the difference operator L,,, satisfies a discrete maximum principle. 
Proof. We first prove the matrix inequality (1 - 8)A, + k-‘D m,B 2 0. All the off-diagonal entries 
and the (0, 0) and (N, N) entries of the matrix (1 - B)A, + k-‘D,,+ are clearly non-negative 
from the definitions of the matrices A, and D,,,. For i = 1,. . . , N - 1, 
k(1 - e)A,;;,i = -k(l - d){‘,;,,;-i + Am;i,i+l + bi,, > 
= -k(l - 6J)h-‘{ ui,i/(ePl./ - 1) + ~,+i,~/(l - e-PI+l./) + hbi,,} 
2 -k(l - t?)h-l{ a*/(@.J - 1) + cw*/(l - e-pl+l.l) + h/3*} 
>, -k(l -@h-l{ a* coth( ah/(2r)) + h/3 * } , 
since (eX - 1) - ’ and (1 - eeX) - ’ are decreasing functions of x for all x > 0. Hence 
k(1 - B)A,,i,i a -8 using (4.1). 
Consequently, 
[k(l_e)A,+D,e]ii>,-6+D,,.ii>,O. . , ,o 
It is now straightforward to show that L,,, satisfies a discrete maximum principle by using 
induction on m as in O’Riordan and Stynes [7, Lemma 151. 0 
Assumption. For the remainder of this section we shall assume that in (2.1) the function a is 
independent of t, i.e., a = a(x). 
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This assumption is only needed to obtain Theorem 4.8. See the Remark following Theorem 
4.9. 
The next six Lemmas lead to the bounds of Theorem 4.8 on derivatives of the solution Y(x, t) 
of (2.1). During this analysis we assume that Y(x, t) is sufficiently smooth to allow both 
differentiation of (2.1) on 3 and the interchange of the order of differentiation in mixed 
derivatives. 
We begin with the following result from [l]. 
Lemma 4.2 (Bobisud [l]). Y(x, t) = u,(x, t) + EQ(X, t) + p( x, t), where u1 and u2 satisfy para- 
bolic equations similar to (2.1) with zero initial-boundary conditions andp is independent of 6. 
Lemma 4.2 shows that, for the purpose of bounding derivatives of y(x, t) in terms of E, we 
may assume without loss of generality that the initial-boundary conditions (2.2) are identically 
zero. We make this assumption in Lemmas 4.3-4.7 without stating it explicitly there. 
Lemma 4.3 (Bobisud [l]). 1 y(x, t) I < C, (X, t> E 2. 
Lemma 4.4. 1 y,( x, t) 1 < c, (x, t) E n. 
Proof. On the sides x = 0 and x = 1 of a we have y = 0 and hence y, = 0. On the side t = 0 we 
haveO=y=y,=y,,, which from (2.1) yields 
y,(x, 0) = -f(x, O)/d(x, 0) for 0 <x < 1. 
Thus for C, sufficiently large, I yl 1 G C, on these three sides of D. 
Consider the operator L defined by 
Lw = cw,, + aw, - (b + d,) w - dw,. 
We may assume without loss of generality that b(x, t) is so large that b + d, > 0 on 3 (see 
Bobisud [l]). Then L satisfies a maximum principle on a. Now 
L(Y,)(X, t) = CY,XX + aY,X - (b + d,)Y, - dYt,, 
=(~y,,+ay,-by-dyt),+b,y as a=a(x) 
=f, + b,y, 
so I L( y,)(x, t) ] < C, using Lemma 4.3. 
Let +(x, t) = C, + C,, where C, > 0 is yet to be specified. Then for all (x, t) E 3, 
W(x, t) = -(Cl + C,)(b + 4)(x, t) 
6 -c* if C, is chosen sufficiently large 
G - IL(Y,)(X, t) I* 
Also I yr I G $J on the sides x = 0, x = 1 and t = 0 of 3. Since L satisfies a maximum principle it 
follows that I y, 1 < 4 on a. 0 
Lemma 4.5. I y,(x, t) 1 < C(1 + c-l eeax/‘), (x, t) E In. 
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Proof. Fix t E [0, T]. Then the result is obtained by applying the argument of Kellogg and Tsan 
[4, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.31 on the line segment {(x, t) : 0 G x G l}, as all that one needs for this are 
(2.1) and the bounds 1 y 1 < C, 1 y, 1 < C. 0 
Lemma 4.6. 1 y,,(x, t) I < C, (x, t) E 2. 
Proof. On the sides x = 0 and x = 1 of 2 we have y = 0 and hence y,, = 0. On the side t = 0 we 
have, as in the proof of Lemma 4.4, y, = -f/d. Consequently 
Y&, 0) = -(f/d)& O), ytxx(x, 0) = -(f/d),,(x, 0) for 0 <x < 1. 
That is, ] yI, ] < C and I y,,, I 6 C on this side. But, differentiating (2.1) with respect to t, 
~Ytxx + ay,x -b,y-(b+d,)y,-dy~,,=f,. 
On the side t = 0, each term in this equation except dyr,, is now known to be bounded in absolute 
value by C. It follows that ( y,,(x, 0) ] < C for 0 < x < 1. 
Consider the operator A4 defined by 
Mw=Ew,,+uw,-(b+2d,)w-dw,. 
We may assume without loss of generality that b(x, t) is so large that b + 2d, > 0 (see [l]). Then 
A4 satisfies a maximum principle on a. Now 
M(Y,,)(x> t> = eyftxx + a~,,, - (b + 2d,)y,, - dyt,,, 
=(~Y,,+~~,-~Y-~Y~,),,+~,,Y+~~,Y,+~,,Y, asa=&> 
=fit + &,Y + 2&y, + d,,y,, 
so I M( y,,)(x, t) ] 6 C using Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4. 
Choose a barrier function $(x, t) as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 to complete the argument. 0 
Lemma 4.7. I y,,(x, t) I < C(1 + c-l eAa”/‘), (x, t) E Sz. 
Proof. Differentiate (2.1) with respect to t to get 
~(yx,),+uy,,-b,y-(b+d,)y,-dy,,=f, oni?. (4.2) 
Fix t E [0, T]. NOW apply the argument of Kellogg and Tsan [4, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.31 on the line 
segment {(x, t) : 0 G x < l}, using (4.2) and the bounds I y I 6 C, I y, I 4 C, I y,, I G C. q 
We summarize the bounds obtained on the derivatives of y(x, t) in the next Theorem. 
Theorem 4.8. Assume that in (2.1) the function a is independent of t, i.e., a = u(x). Then the 
solution y( x, t) of (2.1) satisfies 
I(a/ax)“(a/at)“y(x, t) I G C(1 + ePk eea”/‘), (x, t) E In, 
where O<k<l and O<k+m<2. 
Proof. See Lemmas 4.3-4.7. Cl 
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Theorem 4.9. If the stability condition (4.1) is satisfied and a = a(x), then 
ly(xi, tm)-ui,mI <C(h+k) foralliandm. 
Proof. In this proof we shall use the notation 0( h’k”), where r and s are integers, to denote any 
quantity bounded in absolute value by Ch’k”. 
Fix iE {l,..., N - l} and m E (0,. . . , M - l}. Let e,,m = y( xi, t,) - qm. Define 
(u, w)~ = /lu(x, t,)w(x, t,) dx. 
0 
Set (L,,,)u, equal to the left hand side of (3.8). We will mimic the stability and consistency 
argument given in O’Riordan and Stynes [7, $51 for the special case of 8 = 1. Now 
h(L/t,/ce)i,m = h(LJl,/cY)i,m - h(Llz,/cu)i,m 
= T,(B,(Y> \cl’) -hb;,mYi,m) 
-hTe(di,m)(Yi,m+l -Yi,m)/k-hGf,,m from (3.6) 
= &(B,(Y, #‘)-‘m(Y, Gi) + (by, qi)m-hbi,,Yi,,) 
+ TB( %(Y, #) - (by, G’),,, - (dYt9 #),) 
-hG(fi,,) + T,((dy,, #)m) -hT,(di,,)(Yi,,+i -Yi,,)/k 
= T,(((a-a)YX, #i)m+ (by, $‘),-hbi,,Yi,,+ (f, #),-hfi,,) 
+G((dYf, #i)m) -hT,(d;,,)(Yi,,+, -yi,,)/k 
= &(((a-a)y,+by-b;,,yi,, +f-fi,,, #‘)m) + 0(h2) 
+ T8((dYry +)m) - hT8(di,m)(Yi,m+l -Yi,m)/k7 
since ](l, \Cli)m - h 1 < Ch2 by Stynes and O’Riordan [lo, proof of Lemma 5.21. Hence 
h(‘,,,e)i,m= T,(((‘-a)Y~+by-bi,,Yi,,+f-fi,,, #i>,) +O(h2) 
+ T,((dyt, Gi)m-hdi,,yt(xi> tm)) +O(hk) 
since I ( JJ~,~+* - y,,,)/k - y,( xi, t,) ( = O(k) using Theorem 4.8 
= T,(((‘-a)Y~‘bY-bi.,yi,,+f-fi,,+dy, 
-di,,yt(xi, t,), GJ~)~) + O(h’) + O(hk)* 
Using the bounds on the derivatives of y given in Theorem 4.8, and integrating by parts to 
handle the terms by - bi,, yi,, and dyt - di,myr(xi, t,), we obtain 
I ( L,,#)i,m I < CJX’+‘e-’ exp( - ,x/e) dx + Ch + Ck 
X,-l 
< C exp( - axi_i/E)(l - e-““) + Ch + Ck, 
where p = ah/e. It is now straightforward to use the barrier function given in [7] to complete the 
proof. 0 
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In Stynes and O’Riordan [9], this result is extended (using a slightly different stability 
condition) to rectangular grids which are arbitrarily spaced in both space and time. 
Remark. The assumption that Q = a(x) in Theorem 4.9 is only used to guarantee the bounds on 
the derivatives of y(x, t). If a = a(x, t) and if the bounds of Theorem 4.8 are known to hold, 
then the conclusion of Theorem 4.9 still holds (with essentially the same proof, mutatis 
mutandis). 
For fixed values of E and h, condition (4.1) imposes an upper bound on the time step k. Note 
however that the smaller c, is the less restrictive (4.1) becomes. Furthermore, the scheme is 
unconditionally stable if we use backward differencing in time (i.e., set 8 = 1). 
In all the numerical experiments which we have carried out, our difference scheme remains 
stable while (4.1) is satisfied. In fact, for most numerical problems examined, the scheme has 
remained stable even when (4.1) is violated by a significant factor, thereby showing that (4.1) is 
probably an overly pessimistic step limitation. Some evidence of this will be presented in Section 
7. 
5. A non-lumped difference scheme 
Consider the constant coefficient problem 
KY~~+KY~=.Y, on fi 
where the initial-boundary conditions are, as before, 
Ax, 0) = +), Y(OY t) = 40(t), Y(l, t) =41(t), 
and a is a positive constant. 
(5 *l) 
When the lumped difference scheme (3.6) is applied to this problem, the only source of error is 
from the discretization of the term y,. To attempt to reduce this error, an alternative discretiza- 
tion will be examined. The test functions { $‘}E\l are as in (3.7), but each trial function #i(x) is 
now chosen as the solution of 
e+LX + u@L = 0 for x E [0, l] \ { x0,. . . , xN}, 
#(x,) =6i,j for j=O ,..., N. (5.2) 
Let u(x, t) = Cf!=,ui( t)Gi(x) be our semi-discrete approximation to y(x, t), where { ui( t)}reo 
satisfy the system of equations 
~l~o(-e~X~~+au,~i) dx=Ji u,#’ dx for i=l,...,N-1. 
x=0 
(5.3) 
This corresponds to (3.2). In Section 3 we approximated the right hand side of (5.3) by (3.3), but 
here we will integrate exactly with respect to x. We discretize (5.3) in time, obtaining the 
‘non-lumped’ difference scheme 
(5.4) where i= l,..., N-l and m=O,...,M-1. 
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For this constant-coefficient problem, 
B&-l, $U) =B,+t(&l, C$) =eK’a(p), 
Z,( C$+1, @) = B,+,( +i+l, Gi) = rh-‘a( - p), 
B,($i’, #i) =B,+,(& #) = -K’(o(p) + a(-p)), 
(P, $j> = WP)V(P), (&+l> Gi) = W-P)+)7 
(6 +;> = h[l -n(P)(+) + 4-d)l~ 
where p = ah/e and q(p) = (u(p) + a( -p) - 2)/p2. 
The non-lumped difference scheme (5.4) may be written in the form 
((1-8)A+k-1G)u,+(&4-k-‘G-J)u,+,= -qm+l, m=O,...,M-1 (5.5) 
where G is an (N + 1) x (N + 1) tridiagonal matrix with rows 0 and N identically zero and for 
i=l , . . . , N - 1, we set 
Gi,r-t = ‘J(P)V(P), Gi,i+l = a(-&(P), Gi,,=l-?l(p)(U(p)+U(-p)); 
J and q are as in the lumped difference scheme (3.8), while A equals the matrix Aj of the lumped 
scheme with pi,j = p and b,, j = 0 for all i and j. 
To examine the stability of (5.4), we will perform the standard Fourier stability analysis 
(Richtmyer and Morton [8]). The substitution of uj,m = e iyjhc” (where i = J-1’ and y > 0) into 
(5.4) yields 
[= 1+ a(-P)z(17(P)+(1-e)~k/h2) 
1+ a(-p)z(7j(p) - &k/h2) ’ 
where z = (eiyh - l)(l - e--pe-iyh). 
A necessary condition for stability is that the amplification factor 5 satisfies 15 1 < 1. Now 
I( ( 2 < 1 is equivalent to 
w-P)(ll(P) - w- wkh-24 
< 
2(1 + eWP) 
(1 + e-p)2(l - cos yh) + (1 - e-P)2(1 + cos $2) 
1 + eCp = 
But 
2eWP(1 - cos yh) + (1 - e-‘)’ ’ 
1 + eep 1 + eep 1 
(1 - e-“)’ + 2(1 - cos yh) eVp ’ (1 _ e-~)2 + 4e-~ = 1 + eep ’ 
Thus I,$‘] <l if 
2~( -p)(~j(p) - (0 - +)kK2~) G l/(1 + eCP). 
That is, we will have stability in the amplification factor sense if 
(0 - +)akh-l> P?~(P) - +(tanh(+p)). (5.6) 
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Fig. 1. Graph of pq(p)- itanh(ip), 0 Q p < 20. 
Notice that for fixed e and h, this condition imposes a lower bound on the time step k. Also 
the smaller e is, the more restrictive condition (5.6) becomes (see Fig. 1). If 8 < i, the condition 
cannot be satisfied unless h/e is small. 
Next, we briefly discuss the relationship between the criterion (5.6) for ‘amplification factor 
stability’ and the criteria below for ‘maximum principle stability’ (which are analogous to the 
criterion (4.1) for the lumped difference scheme of Section 3). 
It is easy to check that the matrix &4 - k-‘G -J of (5.5) is strictly diagonally dominant if 
akh-‘6’> pq(p) - :(tanh(+p)). (5.7) 
If the stability condition (5.6) is satisfied, then &4 - k-‘G -J will be strictly diagonally 
dominant and consequently invertible. Furthermore, one can easily verify that - (8A - k-‘G - J) 
is an M-matrix if 
akh-‘8 2 pq( p). (5.8) 
If condition (5.6) is true, this does not imply that (5.8) is true. 
In order that the difference operator associated with the left hand side of (5.5) satisfy a 
discrete maximum principle, we will require, in addition to (5.8), that the matrix inequality 
((1 - 8)A + k-‘G) 2 0 holds (see the proof of Lemma 4.1 above), which imposes the extra 
condition 
akh-'(1 - 0) < tanh($p) - pq(p). (5.9) 
Now (5.8) and (5.9) together imply that (5.6) is true. That is, for this scheme, ‘maximum 
principle stability’ implies ‘amplification factor stability’. The converse is not true. 
Our numerical results will show that the amplification factor stability analysis seems to give a 
practical stability criterion for constant coefficient problems, whereas the maximum principle 
stability analysis apparently yields a pessimistic stability criterion. However, the ‘maximum 
principle stability’ approach takes boundary conditions into account and can be applied to 
inhomogeneous problems with variable coefficients. 
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6. Non-lumping for variable coefficients 
We now generalize the non-lumped difference scheme to the variable coefficient problem (2.1) 
and prove that it is, uniformly in C, first order accurate. 
In this section, we will restrict ourselves to the special case where the coefficient of y, is 
independent of time. That is, 
a(x, t) = u(x). (6.1) 
Each trial function $I’, i = 0,. . . , N is the solution of 
~+~-,+u(x~)&==O forxE(xj_i, xj], j=l,...,N, 
$(x,) = c?,,~ for j = 0,. . . , N. (6.2) 
The test functions are chosen as in (3.7). Note that the test functions are independent of time, 
under assumption (6.1). 
As h/e -+ co, the stability condition (5.9) reduces to 
akK’(l - l9) < 0. 
Thus, for the constant coefficient problem, only the value of 13 = 1 will guarantee a discrete 
maximum principle for all values of e and h. Motivated by this observation, we shall set 9 = 1 in 
the variable coefficient case. The non-lumped difference scheme for problem (2.1) is then given 
by 
-di,m+l Gib, L) dx=h,m+l, 
for i=l,..., N-l and m=O1...,M-1, (6.3) 
with boundary data 
~0,m=40tL), uN,m=41(tm) form=l,...,M 
and initial data 
‘i,O =s(xi) for i=O,...,N. 
We can write this in the matrix form 
(-4 m+1 - k-‘G, -J)u,+, + k-‘G,u, =fm+i - qm+l (6 4 
for m = 0, l,..., M - 1 where G, is an (N + 1) X (N + 1) tridiagonal matrix with rows 0 and N 
identically zero and for i = 1,. . . , N - 1 
(Gm)i,i-i =di,m+ie(~;>n(~i>, (Gm)i,;+i =di,rn+la(-~i+l)l7(~i+l), 
CGm)i,i = di,m+l - CGm)i,r-l - (Gm)i,i+l, 
where pi = a( xi) h/e, and the matrices A,, J and qm+ 1 are as in the mass-lumped difference 
scheme (3.8). 
Lemma 6.1. q’(x) -C 0 for all x > 0. 
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Proof. Note that n(x) = (x coth(:x) - 2)/x2. Hence, for all x > 0, 
q’(x) = -r(x)/x3sinh2(:x) 
where r(x) = +x2 + i( x sinh x) - 4 sinh2(ix). It is easy to verify that r(O) = ~‘(0) = r”(O) = 
r “’ (0) = 0 and 7 (“‘(x) > 0 for all x > 0. Hence, r(x) > 0 for all x > 0. 0 
Lemma 6.2. The matrix - (A,,,+, - k-‘G,,, - J) in (6.4) is an M-matrix if 
ak/a*h > pq(p), 
where p = ah/e. 
(6.9 
Proof. By our stability assumption (6.5), 
ke/S*h2>n(p) 2 -dpi) 
(since 77’ -C 0 by Lemma 6.1). Thus di,,+1h2( ke)-‘q( pi) < d,,,+,/S* < 1. Hence for i = 1,. . . , 
N- 1, 
-h(A,+, - k-lG, - J)i i_l = -ch-‘a(pi) + d;,m+lk-lha(p&-/(pi) 
= +‘o(p;)[ d;,,+1h2q(pi)(k+1 - l] < 0. 
Similarly -(A,+l - k-lG, - J)i,i+l < 0 and - ( A,+l - k_lG,,, - J)i,, > 0. It is easy to verify 
that the matrix -(A,+1 - k_lG,,, - J) is irreducibly diagonally dominant and the result follows 
from Varga [ll]. 0 
Lemma 6.3. If (6.5) is satisfied, then the difference operator associated with the left hand side of 
(6.4) satisfies a discrete maximum principle. 
Proof. Follow the argument of Lemma 4.1 for the mass-lumped difference scheme, using Lemma 
6.2. Note that G, is a non-negative matrix, since 
(G,)i,;_i =di,,+ih-l(+i-l, $‘) 2 0, (Gm)i,i = di,,+ih-‘( +‘y #i) 2 0, 
(Gm)i,i+i =d;,,+ih-l(+ii+l, qi) 20, 
where (u, w) = /,‘,,u(x)w(x) dx. 0 
Theorem 6.4. If (6.1) and (6.5) are satisfied, then for the non-lumped difference scheme (6.3), 
lY(X,? ti) - ui,j 1 < C(h + k) for all i andj. 
Proof. Imitate the stability and consistency argument in O’Riordan and Stynes [7, 951. The only 
difference is in the estimate of the truncation error due to the discretization. Set (u, w)~ = 
J~,Ou(x, tj) w(x, ti) dx. Then instead of the term 
E= (dy,, #j),,z+i - d,,,+ih(Yi,m+i -y,,,)/k 
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which arose in [7], we have the following error term in the time part of the truncation error: 
E* = (dy,9 4%?+1 - di,,+t 
I 
C(Y,,,,l -Y,,,WW > $Ji 
; ) i m+l 
= E + di,m+lk-l Yi,m+l -Yi,m - C (Yj,m+l - 
i 
-Yi,m)((l~ ii, -h) 
Yj,m > Gj9 jii) 
m+l 
-di,m+lk-l(Yi,m+l 
=E+ di,m+l’-l((Yi,m+l -Yi,m) - (~,-~,m+l -Yi-l,m), +ii-l+i)m+l 
+di,m+lk-l((Yi,m+l -Yi,m) - (Yi+l,m+l -Yi+l,m)9 ~i+‘~i)m+l + ok 
since $3’ + Gr’- ’ = 1 on [x,_~, xr] for r = 1,. . . , N, ](l, Gi) - h 1 < Ch* (see [lo, proof of Lemma 
5.2]), and 1 y, ) < C, I y,, I < C by Theorem 4.8. Here we use 0( h’k’) to denote any quantity 
whose absolute value is bounded by Ch’kj, for i = 1, 2 and j = 0, 1. But I ytl I < C implies that 
E*EE+~,,,,+~ (Yf(xi, tm> -Yt(xi-l, trn>, Gii-Vi),+l 
+di,m+l(Yt(xi, ‘m> -Yt(Xi+l, ‘m>, Gii”Gi)m+l + O(hk) + O(h*)* 
Now for xi-l < x < xi, 
i 
1 - e-P= 
1 - ePp 
where z = (x - xi_l)/h. Thus 
( I #-‘t,bi 1, 1) < Ch epp. 
From Theorem 4.8 we have 
1 ytx(x, t) 1 G C(l + 6-l exp( -ax/;)). 
Combining these last two inequalities, 
I(Y*Cxi, ‘m) -Yt(xi-I, t,), #-‘I,L~) I G Ch*(l + e-l exp( -ax/E)). 
Also, we have 
I(YtCxi, lrn> -Yl(xi+12 t,), qbi+l+i) I G Ch*(l + 6-l exp( -axi/c)). 
Therefore, 
IE*l < IEI+Ch*e-’ exp( -ax/c) + Ch* + Chk 
< IEI+Ch*+Chk+Ch exp(-axi_,/~)(l-e-P) 
since xePX G 1 - eex for all x > 0. But 
I E I < Ch exp( -‘Yxi_Jc)(l - e-2p) + Ch* + Chk 
(see [71), so 
1 E* I < Ch* + Chk + Ch exp( -axi_JE)(l - e-2p). 
Choose the barrier function as in [7] to finish the proof. q 
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7. Numerical results 
In this final section, we present some numerical results for the difference scheme that have 
been previously discussed. For a constant coefficient problem given below , these results indicate 
that non-lumping is an improvement on mass-lumping. However for a variable coefficient 
problem, this improvement is lost. In fact in this case, mass lumping appears to be more accurate 
than non-lumping. We also demonstrate that the stability condition (5.6) on the non-lumped 
difference scheme is ‘sharp’, in that when it is violated, the scheme is inaccurate. However the 
stability condition (4.1) for the mass lumped difference scheme (3.8) applied to a variable 
coefficient problem can often be violated without causing numerical instability. 
Example 7.1. We compare the mass lumped difference scheme (3.8) with the non-lumped 
difference scheme (6.3) as applied to the constant coefficient problem 
-y,-y,= -0.5, 
;: t) =y(l, t) = 0, 
( x9 t> E @,O x (0, II > 
y(x, 0) = s(x) (see Fig. 2). (7.1) 
This is an inhomogeneous version of .a problem considered by Mitchell and Griffiths [5]. 
In Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, the maximum nodal error (for various values of h, k, z and 0) is 
approximated by 
szFG 1 ‘i,.i -yiJ 1 
where the set { yi,j} are the nodal values generated by the same difference scheme on the fine 
Table 1 
Error for e = 0.01, 0 =l 
h 
k 
l/8 l/16 l/32 l/64 l/128 
l/8 l/16 l/32 l/64 l/128 
Mass-lumped 
Non-lumped 
4.29( - 1) 
6.78( - 2) 
3.02( - 1) 
9.17( - 2) 
1,96(-l) 
9.89( - 2) 
1.15( - 1) 
7.48( - 2) 
5.82( -2) 
4.5q - 2) 
Table 2 
Error for t = 0.0001, 0 =l 
h 
k 
l/8 l/16 l/32 l/64 l/128 
10 l/16 l/32 l/64 l/128 
Mass-lumped 6.58( - 1) 6.13( - 1) 5.35( - 1) 4.40( - 1) 3.29( - 1) 
Non-lumped 7.75( - 2) 6.77( - 2) 4.41( - 2) 2.20( - 2) 1.08( - 2) 
Table 3 




l/8 l/16 l/32 l/64 l/128 
l/8 l/16 l/32 l/64 l/128 
1.41(+2)* 1.03( + 2) * 2.62( - 1) 5.25( - 2) 1.91( -2) 
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mesh h = l/1024, k = l/1024 and 8 = 1. We use, e.g., 4.29( - 1) to denote 4.29 x 10-r in all our 
tables. 
In Figs. 2 and 3, we display the computed solutions at the time levels t = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 
1.0 when k = h = l/16, 8 = 1 (labelled X) and when h = k = l/1024, 0 = 1 (unlabelled), for the 
mass lumped and non-lumped difference schemes when 6 = 10P2. Both curves are drawn using 
straight line segments to joint the computed nodal values at the points whose x-coordinates are 
0.28 - 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
Fig. 2. Mass-lumped difference scheme (3.8) applied to problem (7.1), with h = k = l/16, c = 10m2. 
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Table 4 




1.32 l/32 l/32 l/32 l/32 
l/8 l/16 l/32 l/64 l/128 
6.93( - 1) 5.54( - 1) 4.41( - 2) 7.00( + 10) * 4.00( +21)* 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1 .oo 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
ii; 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
Fig. 3. Non-lumped difference scheme (6.3) applied to problem (7.1), with h = k = l/16, c = 10e2. 
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0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1 .oo 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
Fig. 4. Mass-lumped difference scheme (3.8) applied to problem (7.1), with h = k = l/16, c = 10e4. 
0, l/16,. . , , M/16, 1. (We have not attempted to plot the piecewise exponential curves used in 
the theoretical analysis of the non-lumped difference scheme). In Figs. 4 and 5, this is repeated 
when c = 10P4. It is reasonable to assume that the nodal values plotted from the fine mesh are 
good approximations to the true solution. 
Both the tables and the pictures demonstrate the superiority of the non-lumped scheme. 
In Tables 3 and 4, we test the stability condition (5.6) for the non-lumped difference scheme 









1 Y .x x. J. 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 







0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1 .oo 
ii~y--y\ 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
Fig. 5. Non-lumped difference scheme (6.3) applied to problem (7.1), with h = k = l/16, c = 10m4. 
applied to (7.1). The appearance of an asterisk in the table indicates when the stability condition 
is being violated. 
These numerical results are in excellent agreement with the stability condition (5.6). 
Example 7.2. We now examine how both difference schemes perform when applied to the 
variable coefficient problem 
ey,, + (1 + 2x)y, - (2 + cos ~x)y - (1 + x2) e-% =f(x, t) (7.2) 
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Table 5 
Error for c = 0.01, 0 = 1, mass-lumped (non-lumped) 
h/k h =1,‘8 l/16 l/32 l/64 l/128 
1.0 0.205 0.098 0.046 0.023 0.015 
(0.546) (0.328) (0.167) (0.073) (0.029) 
0.5 0.353 0.161 0.114 0.073 0.045 
(0.557) (0.381) (0.271) (0.109) (0.053) 
0.25 0.704 0.469 0.308 0.185 0.105 
(0.901) (0.624) (0.374) (0.208) (0.111) 
0.125 1.38 0.941 0.634 0.387 0.221 
(1.40) (1.10) (0.705) (0.409) (0.225) 
Table 6 
Error for c = 0.0301, 19 = 1, mass-lumped (non-lumped) 
h/k h =1/8 l/16 l/32 l/64 l/128 
1.0 0.209 0.103 0.051 0.025 0.013 
(0.581) (0.370) (0.212) (0.115) (0.060) 
0.5 0.358 0.163 0.099 0.057 0.031 
(0.581) (0.403) (0.249) (0.139) (0.074) 
0.25 0.710 0.453 0.290 0.166 0.089 
(0.906) (0.629) (0.382) (0.218) (0.117) 
0.125 1.39 0.924 0.617 0.367 0.205 
(1.41) (1.11) (0.711) (0.412) (0.224) 
with analytic solution 
y( X, t) = (x2 + xt + t3 - 1) exp( - (x + x2)/e) + exp(2x - l)(l - 3 sin Tt). 
The function f(x, t) and the initial-boundary conditions on [0, 11 x [0, l] are chosen to fit this 
data. In Tables 5 and 6, the maximum nodal error is calculated from 
For this problem, these numerical results indicate that mass lumping is the superior method. 
Table 7 
Mass-lumped difference scheme, z = 0.01, 13 = 0 
h 
(4.1) violated if k > 
Instability arose when k > 
l/8 l/16 l/32 l/64 l/128 
l/69 l/139 l/293 l/806 l/2816 
l/16 l/32 l/64 l/256 l/1024 
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In Table 7, we examine the stability condition (4.1) for the mass lumped difference scheme as 
applied to (7.2). For this problem, the stability condition (4.1) becomes 
h/k a (1 - t?)3 e(coth(h/26) + h). 
We consider the least stable case, namely 0 = 0. We fix 6 = 0.01 and examine the stability for 
various values of h and k. 
These results suggest that the stability condition (4.1) is overly pessimistic. However (4.1), 
unlike (5.6), does lead to a theoretical error bound on the nodal errors for general parabolic 
problems with variable coefficients. 
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